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Abstract 

Despite the renewable and sustainable characteristics, biodiesel is poor in cold flow property (CFP) which causes a 

significant drawback that have limited its application. Thickening or crystallization of biodiesel in low temperature can 

readily result in the clogging of fuel pipes and fuel filters. The purpose of this study is to determine the optimum properties 

of blended biodiesel that gives the most accurate simulation results of blended biodiesel’s CFP. TmoleX18 and 

COSMOthermX were used to identify the viscosities and densities of pure palm oil biodiesel and pure ethanol under 

different temperatures. The densities, viscosities and pour points of ethanol blended biodiesel was then calculated by 

using Grunberg-Nissan and, Riazi and Daubert equations. The simulation results were obtained under different 

compositions of ethanol added from 0 to 0.2 mole fraction at temperature range of 30 °C to -5 °C. The optimum 

combination of viscosities and densities of blended biodiesel for the blended cold flow properties was at 10 °C and 30 °C 

respectively.  The simulation error at 0.1 mole fraction of ethanol was 0.92 %. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Rapid industrialization has inevitably caused the world today to face crises of depletion of fossil fuels as the demands of 

diesels are increasing, which further leads to environmental deterioration [1]. To be the alternative sources for petroleum-

based fuels, it must fulfill the characteristics of environmentally friendly, technically feasible and readily available [2]. 

Therefore, biodiesel which derived from vegetable oil or animal fats, is introduced as alternative for petroleum-based 

diesel as it has very similar characteristics of diesel, but it also has renewable, biodegradable and environmentally 

acceptable profile [3].  

Despite the attributes of biodiesel have been proven to be a substitute of petroleum fuel, poor CFP has caused some 

significant drawbacks that have limited its application. CFP, an important performance indicator for diesel fuel, is 

important in maintaining a normal supply of fuel for engines and to the storage and transportation of diesel at low 

temperatures. There are a few crucial parameters for CFP such as cold filter plugging point (CFPP), cloud point (CP), 

solidification point (SP) and pour point (PP) [4]. Poor in CFP results in thickening of biodiesel at low temperature, causing 

fuel starvation and clogging of filters [5]. 

Therefore, the researchers introduce cold flow improver (CFI) to solve the concern of using biodiesel in winter countries. 

Olefin-ester copolymers (OECP), ethylene vinyl acetate copolymer (EACP) and polymethyl acrylate (PMA) [5], 

polymethyl acrylate (PMA) [6], methyl oleate (MO) [7], ethylene vinyl acetate copolymer (EVAC) [8], ethyl acetoacetate 

[9], and butanol [10] are the examples of the CFIs studied by the scholars. Despite many studies has been proved that the 

effectiveness in improving CFP of biodiesel by using CFI, it still remains as a challenge to achieve and implement as it 

needs more data to further investigate. However, the available data related to concentration of CFI and PP is still quite 

limited as previous research only focused on certain concentrations and conditions to test the effectiveness of CFI in 
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improving CFP of biodiesel. Therefore, the objectives of the study are to identify the properties of pure biodiesel and cold 

flow improver, and to simulate the viscosity, density and pour point of CFI blended biodiesel. Besides, this study 

emphasizes to obtain the optimum correlation among the blended biodiesel properties that can provide accurate simulation 

results for certain range. 

 

2.0 METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Overview 

This research introduces a 5-phase approach as shown in Figure 1. The research started with identifying the characteristics 

of palm oil biodiesel, which was represented by one of the major components in the palm oil biodiesel - methyl palmitate, 

and also ethanol as CFI in the study by using TmoleX18 and COSMOthermX software. The second phase started with 

the viscosity and density blending of ethanol and biodiesel using Grunberg-Nissan equation [11]. Next, the simulation of 

PP was done by using Riazi and Daubert equation [12] at various combinations of viscosities and densities at different 

temperatures. Then, the optimum blended cold flow properties were identified and verified by comparing the simulation 

results and experimental results from literature. 

 

Figure 1 Overview of methodology 

2.2 Blending of CFI and Biodiesel using Grunberg-Nissan equation 

In this study, the CFI, ethanol was added to biodiesel in mole ratio of 0.0 to 0.2 by the increase of 0.02 of ethanol. The 

composition of ethanol was limited to 0.2 to ensure the quality and purity of biodiesel. For the prediction of density of 

ethanol blended biodiesel,  it was calculated using equation (1) where ρi and mi are density and mass respectively, of 

component i (i = 1 or 2) in the binary blends, representing ethanol and biodiesel, respectively. 

 

   𝜌 =
𝑚1+𝑚2
𝑚1
𝜌1

+
+𝑚2
𝜌2

                (1) 

 

For the prediction of viscosity of ethanol blended with biodiesel, Grunberg-Nissan equation (2) uses one interaction 

parameter to estimate changes in the dynamic viscosity, µ of binary liquid mixtures caused by molecular interactions. 

The content of each component is quantified by its mole fraction (x1), dynamic viscosity (µ1), volume fraction (z1) and 

density (ρ1) for ethanol while x2, µ2, z2 and ρ2 for methyl palmitate, respectively. Interaction coefficient, G12 for ethanol-

biodiesel blend stated in [11] is 1.4. 

 

𝜇 =
exp(𝑥1𝑙𝑛𝜌1𝜇1+𝑥2𝑙𝑛𝜌2𝜇2+𝑥1𝑥2𝐺12)

𝑧1𝜌1+𝑧2𝜌2
     (2) 
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2.3 Simulation of PP using Riazi and Daubert equation 

PP is defined as the lowest temperature at which the oil will flow when it is cooled without stirring under standard cooling 

conditions. In this research, PP of ethanol blended biodiesel was estimated by using Riazi and Daubert equation (3), 

which is used to estimate the PP for petroleum fractions: 

 

             𝑃𝑃 = 130.47𝑆𝐺2.970566𝑀(0.61235−0.473575𝑆𝐺)𝑣𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑
(0.310331−0.328345𝑆𝐺)

  (3) 

 
where PP is in kelvin, M is the molecular weight and v is kinematic viscosity in cSt. PP were estimated at various 

combinations of viscosities and densities of ethanol blended biodiesel, such as viscosity at temperature 10 °C and 20 °C 

and density at temperature -5 °C, 10 °C and 30 °C in MATLAB software to simulate the closest data with the experimental 

results from [13].  

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Data identification of characteristics of palm oil biodiesel and ethanol   

The viscosities and densities of pure palm oil biodiesel and ethanol were determined by using TmoleX18 and 

COSMOthermX software at temperature range from -5 °C to 30 °C. The results are tabulated as shown in Table 1.  

  
Table 1. Viscosities and densities of methyl palmitate and ethanol 

 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Viscosity of Methyl 

Palmitate 

(cP) 

Viscosity of 

Ethanol 

(cP) 

Density of  

Methyl Palmitate 

(g/ml) 

Density of 

Ethanol 

(g/ml) 

30 10.938 2.103 0.859 0.773 

25 14.239 2.522 0.864 0.778 

20 18.704 3.043 0.869 0.782 

15 24.802 3.696 0.874 0.787 

10 33.218 4.519 0.879 0.792 

5 44.959 5.566 0.883 0.797 

0 61.528 6.909 0.888 0.801 

-5 85.194 8.644 0.893 0.806 

  

In contrast to the viscosity of ethanol, the results show that the viscosity of biodiesel increases significantly with the 

decrease of temperature as the cohesive force of a substance is inversely proportional to the temperature. Therefore, the 

cohesive forces of methyl palmitate and ethanol increase when the temperature decreases, resulting the increase of 

dynamic viscosity. On the other hand, the density of biodiesel and ethanol increases with the decrease of temperature, as 

the decrease of kinetic energy can cause lesser molecular motion, which results in the molecular weight per unit volume 

increases [14].  

 

3.2 Results of CFI and Biodiesel Blending using Grunberg-Nissan equation 

The graphs of viscosities and densities blended, respectively versus different temperatures are shown in Figure 2 and 

Figure 3. 

 

Figure 2. Densities of different mole fractions of ethanol blended biodiesel versus temperature  
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Figure 3. Viscosities of different mole fractions of ethanol blended biodiesel versus temperature  

 
The results suggest that the density and dynamic viscosity of blended biodiesel with addition of 0.2 mole fraction of 

ethanol are the lowest among the others while pure biodiesel has the highest density and dynamic viscosity without any 

CFI. This is because ethanol has low cohesive force, which causes the blending of ethanol and biodiesel to be decreased 

with the increase of mole fraction of ethanol. Besides, with the increase of addition of ethanol, the interaction between 

inter-molecules of methyl palmitate decreases and causes the lowering of cohesive force, resulting in decrease of dynamic 

viscosity of blended biodiesel. Besides, with the increase of mole fraction of ethanol, the density of blended biodiesel 

decreases as the biodiesel become lesser packed with the addition of ethanol molecules. Therefore, the results suggest 

that CFI such as ethanol can significantly lower the density and viscosity of biodiesel. 

 

3.3 Results of PP Simulation using Riazi and Daubert equation 

The PP simulation at various combinations of viscosities and densities of blended biodiesel using Riazi and Daubert 

equation is as shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. PP at various combinations of viscosities and densities of blended biodiesel at different temperature 

versus composition of ethanol added into biodiesel 
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Based on the results obtained from Figure 3, the PP with viscosity at 10°C and density at 30°C showed the closest results 

compared to the experimental data from literature. The dynamic viscosity has more significant effect to predict PP 

compared to density, as it affects the shear rate of the blended biodiesel. The shear rate affects the flowability of the 

blended biodiesel, therefore 10°C is chosen to be the optimum temperature for viscosity to predict PP as it measures the 

appropriate flowability of the blended biodiesel. The results suggest that the equation from Riazi and Daubert is 

appropriate to predict PP for ethanol-biodiesel blend with optimum combinations of blended dynamic viscosity and 

density at 10°C and 30°C, respectively. 

 

3.4 Verification of the optimum blended biodiesel CFP 

To verify the accuracy of blended biodiesel CFP, errors are calculated by compared the simulation results to the 

experimental results as shown in Figure 5 

 

 
 
Figure 5. Graph of error (%) versus compositions of ethanol added into biodiesel at various combinations of viscosities, 

V and densities, D of blended biodiesel 

 

The results show that the PP with viscosity at 10°C and density at 30°C showed the closest results compared to the 

experimental data from literature [13] as it has the least errors compared to other combinations, which is 0.92 % of 

simulation error at 0.1 mole fraction of ethanol. Therefore, the results suggest that the equation from Riazi and Daubert 

is suitable to simulate the PP for ethanol-biodiesel blend with optimum combinations of dynamic viscosity and density at 

10°C and 30°C, respectively.   

 
4.0 CONCLUSION 

 

In conclusion, biodiesel which derived from vegetable oil or animal fats, is introduced as alternative for petroleum-based 

diesel as it has very similar characteristics of diesel, but it also has renewable, biodegradable and environmentally 

acceptable profile. However biodiesel is poor in CFP which can give rise to thickening of biodiesel, resulting in the 

clogging of fuel filters. Therefore this study’s main purpose is to determine the optimum properties of blended biodiesel 

that provides the most accurate simulation results of CFP of the blended biodiesel.  

The properties of pure biodiesel and ethanol were successfully determined by using TmoleX18 and COSMOthermX 

software. The viscosity, density and pour point of blended biodiesel were simulated successfully using Grunberg-Nissan 

equation and, Riazi and Daubert equation at -5°C to 30°C with the compositions of 0 to 0.2 ethanol added. The optimum 

combination of viscosities and densities of blended biodiesel for the blended cold flow properties is at 10°C and 30°C 

respectively with 0.92 % of simulation error at 0.1 mole fraction of ethanol. 
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